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But the critical point is that if we,
as healthcare workers, are properly
protected when we deal with these
SARS patients (suspect and probable)
then we are not categorised as contacts
and are therefore not served Quarantine
Orders and not placed on the list for
contact tracing by the authorities.
So we in TTSH are not defined as
contacts just because we work here.
But if before 15 March 2003 (when
the full barrier protection instructions
were issued for total compliance),
we had managed patients who
were suspect or probable SARS and
been ordinary patients (who later
turned out to have SARS), then we
were definitely contacts and were
put on daily surveillance, etc. Once
symptomatic, our status would change
from contact to patient – suspect at
first but should the CXR become
abnormal, then we would be upgraded
to probable.
So this means that if you practise
outside TTSH, you might come in
contact with patients who you will
diagnose as suspect SARS, but once
you are adequately protected when
seeing them in your clinic, taking
history and during the physical
examination, you are not deemed a
contact case in need for MOH
surveillance and even quarantine.
However, should you become ill with
fever, etc. after having diagnosed
even one case of suspect SARS, then
you should come to TTSH ED for
proper screening to rule out SARS in
yourself. This is your medical responsibility
toward yourself, your family and the
community.

many questions were asked and
clarifications sought. In particular, the
mask issue would have been addressed,
including the adequate supply and
adequacy of masks in Singapore. I hope
some doctor would summarise that
afternoon’s proceedings for the benefit
of all who were not there.
As of 3 April 2003, the SARS countries
include the first 3 (Hong Kong, Guangdong
and Hanoi) plus Singapore, Shanxi,
Taiwan and Toronto. Further, the period
between travel to these countries and
the start of relevant symptoms for SARS
is now taken as 2 weeks, for the travel

history to be considered relevant to the
diagnostic criteria. Previously, no duration
was stated.

SARS

GP SYMPOSIUM
On a Sunday afternoon, 29 March
2003, the MOH and the College of
Family Physicians held a symposium
in the auditorium of the College of
Medicine Building. The Minister of
State for Health, Dr Balaji Sadasivan
graced the occasion. As the auditorium
would house 300 people at most,
many GPs would not have been
present. I was not there but I am sure

CONCLUSION
I am sure you as a practising doctor
outside of TTSH would have further
questions and concerns which I have
failed to address. Or you may have felt
isolated and abandoned in your solo
practice. Letters to the Editor would be
welcome. I hope all these published
information would aid us in defining a
national master plan to control diseases
of a similar nature in the future. ■

Dedicated to our healthcare workers who put others
above themselves in the SARS outbreak.
4 April 03

TTSH ICU
Tan Tock Seng Hospital, ICU,
after closure due to
SARS outbreak
By The Hobbit
The unhurried whispers
They seem to rush at you with an unnatural cadence
And remind you that they are here,
They that fight with almost nothing
But a mechanical lullaby of a ventilator
Against a long, oh, very long, sleep
Masked from fatigue and feelings
We try to wrangle some hope
From cold beeps of monitors and trickles in tubes
To stay the unseen sickle consuming
The spirits of those that lie before us
They who only yesterday were among us
The fulsome silence of emptied corridors
Begs for answers from an invisible foe
Deafened with echoes of grim steps
We make our way through
Closed wards and vacant corridors
Hopefully to some end of this grand suffocation
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